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Changes in the
Security
Environment
Caused by
Technological
Innovation and
Japan’s Response

What has Changed in the S&T Environment?

• Traditional military capabilities based on technologies organic to the Defense Industrial
Base (primarily kinetic). They are being displaced or integrated with the military
applications of capabilities developed in the civil sector outside of the DIB (primarily
virtual); e.g. autonomous ISR/strike systems, data analytics, cyber operations, etc.
.
• Technologies that can be reduced to “information” can then be expressed in the form of
software. IT exploitation makes exponential growth possible in many cases. These
technologies facilitate the creation of new CONOPS and advanced military capabilities;
e.g. integrated cyber/EW operations with traditional kinetic operations.
• Speed of the modernization (and obsolescence) cycle compared to traditional military
equipment necessitates a transition to capabilities rather than requirements-based
acquisition objectives and new acquisition organizations focused on rapid prototyping
and acquisition.

Illustrative List of Emerging Technologies

Source: US Department of Commerce (2018): https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/11/19/2018-25221/review-of-controls-for-certain-emergingtechnologies

What New Military Capabilities are Needed?

• All-domain situational awareness based on modern persistent multispectral C4ISR linked to precision weapons and survivable platforms
• Ability to strike with effects tailored to the target(s) at range
• Resilient and adaptive supply chain and logistics system
• Capabilities and concepts of operations to conduct integrated
operations ‘whole-of-government’ across all domains of warfare, kinetic
and non-kinetic before and after launch.
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A Case Study in
Cross-Domain Military
Operations: Russia’s
Operations in Georgia,
August 2008
• Kinetic Operations: Capture of critical
road junction blocking access to Black
Sea port; air and artillery strikes on
Georgian forces with ~ 35K troops (vs. ~
15K Georgian troops)
• Virtual: conducted reconnaissance and
infiltration of Georgian government &
military networks weeks before kinetic
operations; DDS attacks when kinetic
operations began (7 August 2008)
• Human: Refrained from kinetic attacks
on Baku-Ceyhan pipeline to give
Georgian government an incentive to
end conflict; intense propaganda via
electronic and social media.

Some Implications for Japan
• Rapid relevance of new capabilities to military power to sustain deterrence:

 Much greater speed of innovation and the fielding of new capabilities;
 Increased defense industry collaboration with Japan’s technology base and technologybased industries
 Better intra-alliance defense-industrial integration based on modernized technology
transfer and direct investment processes – perhaps Treaty-based parallel to the USUK/Australia and;
 Improved intelligence sharing and information security practices.

• Creation of development and acquisition processes and institutions that
facilitate defense access to emerging “civil” technologies; and
• Modernization of CONOPS that strengthen regional deterrence in
collaboration with allied and friendly nations in the Indo-Pacific region

Back-up Slides

1. China’s technology acquisition process

2. Russia’s concept for the role of non-military methods in interstate
conflict (“Gerasimov Doctrine”)

1: China’s technology acquisition process
Non-Traditional Collectors

China uses individuals for whom science or business is their primary
profession to target and acquire US technology.

Joint Ventures (JV)

China uses JVs to acquire technology and technical know-how.
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China actively seeks partnerships with government laboratories-such as
the Department of Energy labs-to learn about and acquire specific
technology, and the soft skills necessary to run such facilities.
China uses collaborations and relationships with universities to acquire
specific research and gain access to high-end research equipment. Its policies
state it should exploit the openness of academia to fill China’s strategic gaps.
China has sustained, long-term state investments in its S&T infrastructure.
China seeks to buy companies that have technology, facilities and people.
These some-times end up as Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States (CFIUS) cases.
China uses front companies to obscure the hand of the Chinese
government and acquire export-controlled technology.
China uses its talent recruitment programs to find foreign experts to
return to China and work on key strategic programs.
The Ministry of State Security (MSS), and military intelligence offices
are used in China’s technology acquisition efforts.
China uses its laws and regulations to disadvantage foreign companies
and advantage its own companies.

2: Russia’s concept for the role of non-military
methods in interstate conflict (“Gerasimov
Doctrine”)

